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This paper ts part of an ongomg large-scale study of the existential there construction, or ETC
The full study, which mvolves over 4000 tokens gathered from a corpus of naturally occurnng written
texts totalmg over 2 mtlhon words, 1s mtended to address the followmg questions What 1s the actual
function of the ETC m discourse? How 1s that discourse function affected by vanations m the form of
the ETC? "Discourse function" is seen here m relat10n to the ways that the ETC is used by writers to
manage the flow of mformat10n m a text, "variations m form" are viewed m the context of grammatical
complexity and embeddmg, both w1thm the ETC and around it This paper pnmanly addresses
questions that are subsidiary to the second question above First, what lands of grammatical complexity
are hkely to be relevant to this study, and second, what lands of grammatical complexity actually occur
m ETCs m discourse?
For the purposes of this discussion, the ETC 1s defined as the structure that appears m the simple
declarative as There BE (as mam verb) NP as m There is no Santa Claus BE can occur m most,
but not all, tenses and ao;pects (e g there was, there has been, but seldom if ever there zs bemg) as well
as m combrnallon with any of the modals (there can be, there will be, etc ) Also mcluded are the
corresponding question forms, Is there a Santa Claus , or How many reindeer are there (where the
word there carnes mmtmal stress when spoken), and non-fm1te forms such as there having been a
heavy ram The noun phrase, usually referred to as the Post-Verbal Noun Phrase, or PVNP, to
distmgmsh it from any of the canomcal NP grammatical roles (subject, object, etc, ), can be very
simple, ac; rn There is no Santa Claus, a form someumes referred to as a "bare" existential, or qmte
complex, as m Example l, m which the PVNP 1s postmodif1ed by a to-mfmitive which contams a
complex nommal that -clause, which itself compnses 3 clauses (matrix clause, a comparative and a
conditional)
EXAMPLEl.

There 1s abundant reason, nevertheless, to suppose that tmmatenal as these obJect10ns were, they
would have been adhered to with a very dangerous mflex1b1hty, m some States, had not a zeal
for their opmions and supposed mterests been stifled by the more powerful sentiment of
selfpreservation (FP)
[Data Source Texts are hsted separately after the References, alphabetized by abbreviation]
The above defm1tion excludes tokens m which the verb 1s other than BE, as m there arose a
clatter These are somettmes referred to m the hterature as "presentational" rather than existential (see
Birner and Ward 1998, pp 106-113 for a discussion of the functional contrast correspondmg to the
formal contrast m these two constructions) On the other hand, this defm1tion does mclude tokens m
which a transformational analysis would mterpret the BE as the aux1hary m a progressive or passive
verb phrase compare there is a man m the comer , correspondmg to a man is m the comer, and there
is a man standing m the comer, correspondmg to a man zs standing m the comer The existence of the
participle form as post-mod1f1er (the man standing m the comer is the Dean ) suggests the
categonzation of these as tokens of There BE NP , and a preltmmary survey of the data mdicates that
these tokens do m fact pattern functionally with the existential rather than the presentational
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Prev10us work on the ETC has tended to concentrate on one of two issues the relationship of
the ETC to semantically suntlar canomcal sentences (''There is a man m the closet" versus "A man is
m the closet") or the anomalous occurrence, in a small number of tokens, of definite NPs followmg the
verb ("There's the Chinese restaurant down the street," in answer to the question "Where shall we eat?)
Both types of study have shared, and to a certam degree confirmed, the assumption of tradlt10nal
grammars that the ETC exists to mtroduce "new mformat10n" or "new parucipants" mto a discourse
(hence the anomaly of the defimte NP, a form usually associated with "old" or "given" mformation),
and neither type has given much (if any) attention to the potential for complexity w1thm and around the
ETC Both types of study have tended to rely heavily, 1f not exclusively, on con&tructed data,
consi&ting almost exclusively of sunple, monoclausal ETC's, and mcludmg, m those cases where the
pragmatics of the ETC were at issue, equally sunpltstic specially constru<.ted hngmstic and situational
contexts
Those studies that have dealt more effectively with the ETC, most notably Birner and Ward

(1998), have more than adequately demonstrated that m order for an existenual there sentence to be

felicitous, the mformation represented by the post-verbal noun phrase (PVNP) must be "hearer-new"
(Pnnce 1981), not Just "discourse-new" Even these studies, however, have faded to sufficiently take
mto account the complexity of actual ETC's m discourse
Some forms of complexity are relevant here because of the nature of mformatmn
"Informatmn" 1s not a well-defmed term, but whatever 1t is taken to mean, and whatever else may be
said about semantic and pragmauc research centered on the concept of truth-cond1t1ons, it seems clear
that one cannot discuss the status of an express10n as mformauon without acknowledging and
accountmg for those grammaucal features that seem to be closely correlated to truth conditions (and
related issues, such as presupposmon) Such features mclude polanty and modality, and certam types of
subordmate and embedded structures, such as condiuonals and nominal that clauses
Other forms of complexity are relevant here because of the fact that previous discussions of the
relauonship between mformauon status, sentence form and discourse structure have frequently based
their defimuons of discourse functional concepts hke "cohesion," "topic," "focus" (and even
"mformauon") on patterns of mter-and mtra-clausal connecuons between refemng express10ns
(Halhday and Hasan 1976, for mstance, or Marun 1992 381-492), withoutrestncttons on the type of
grammatical structure the refemng expression occurs m The more complex a given token of a
structure 1s, the more referrmg expressions 1t 1s hkely to contam, and therefore, presumably, the more
potential for such connections it will mamfest Neglectmg the complexity of the ETC means
neglecung s1gmf1cant comphcatlons m what can or should count as "new," i e , "less connected"
mformauon
Thus we have at least two ways of discussing complexity that seem hkely to be relevant to the
goals of this project, the first mvolvmg factors that require more from a truth-cond1uonal semantics than
is required for a prototypical sunple declarative sentence, the second mvolvmg factors that mcrease the
number and vanety of refemng express10ns (pnmanly noun phrases, but other constituents as well)
w1thm the construcuon Included m the first category are polanty, modahty and the grammaucal status
of the ETC as a whole (1 e , main clause, adverbial clause, relauve clause) Included m the second are
the number and type of structures found w1thm the PVNP
These parameters of complexity have been, thus far, catalogued and analyzed for a subset of the
corpus, consistmg of 421 tokens (Just over 10% of the total) As one example of the difference between
corpus-based studies and constructed-data studies, consider the fact that while a substantial percentage
of the previous work on the ETC deals with def1mte PVNPs (even Blfller and Ward 1998 devote
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approximately 75% of their discusston to defimteness in the PVNP), only 2 out of the 421 tokens in this
sample, or 05%, have a definite PVNP In contrast, while httle of the previous work has dealt wtth
anything but mam-clause ETCs (or ex1stenual there sentences), 129 tokens in this sample, or '30 6%,
are subordinate• or embedded, not mam-clause
The figures for polanty and modality are shown m Table l
TABLE 1• POLARITY AND MODALITY

Ne allves
Modal Aux1hanes

135 32%)
31 7%

These figures include both clausal negation (there was not ) and local negation of the PVNP
(there was no ). and all modal auxihanes except those occurrences of will and shall that were clearly
restricted to a "future time" readmg Occurrences of shall with an "obhgatlonal" readmg (All of the
people are equal under the law and there shall be no discnmmatwn m political, economic or social
relations because of race, creed, sex, social status or family ongm JC) are mcluded
The most s1gmf1cant number here ts the percentage of tokens that are negative, nearly a third of
the ETCs m the sample Clearly negation must be accounted form any complete dtscusston of the ETC
m context Modahty is somewhat less s1gmf1cant, although there are some examples where the
"newness" of the mformatton 1s largely contamed m the modal Such cases also frequently mvolve a
cohesive tte (Halhday and Hasan 1976 329-332) with a negattve, as m Example 2
EXAMPLE2.

The Dormouse again took a mmute or two to think about tt, and then sru.d, 'It was a treacle-well'
'There's no such thing'' Abee was begmning very angnly, but the Hatter and the March Hare
went 'Shi sh'' and the Dormouse sulktly remarked, 'If you can't be c1vtl, you'd better finish the
story for yourself '
'No, please go on'' Allee said very humbly, 'I won't interrupt agam I dare say there may be
ONE' (AW)
The frrst ETC in this example is negative, and ltke many of the negattves in this sample is an
exphctt demal of "given" mformatlon, m this case, denial of the existence of a prev10usly menuoned
referent The new information m the second ETC ts essentially Just the replacement of the negation
wtth the modahty of poss1biltty The refemng expressions m the PVNPs (such thmg and one) are
anaphonc, and therefore by defirution not new mformation
Sumlarly, m example 3, the new information in the second ETC replaces the negative polarity m
the frrst with a possible modality (note that the negatton m the ftrst is not expressed w1thm the ETC
itself, but m the matrtx clause withm which the ETC functions as complement to the verb thmk)
EXAMPLE3•

"Now, Mattle, I don't thmk for a mmute that there are any lnJuns m that Pass, and you must not
be afraid We have got to go through 1t any way, but"--he hes1tated,--"we may be mistaken, there
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may be a few of them m there, and they'll have a mighty good chance to get m a shot or two "
(VA)

Agam, the refemng expression m the PVNP of the second ETC is anaphonc (a few of them ),
and so by deftmuon cannot be new mfonnauon
Table 2 gives the numbers for a broad view of the grammatu,al status of the ETCs m the sample
Mam-clause tokens do predommate, but as was noted above, more than 30% of the tokens here are not
mam clauses Of the roam-clause tokens, 282 (96 5%) are declarauve, 11(3 75%) are mterrogattve
TABLE 2• GRAMMATICAL ROLE OF ETC

Mam Clause
F1rute Adverbial Subordmate Clause
Norrunal that Clause
Normnal Interrogative Clause
Relative Clause
Non-fimte Verb Clause
Part of Comparative Clause

293 (69 5%
57 (13 5%
51(1211%}
6 14%1
9 20%1
2 05%)
3 07%)

The most s1gmf1cant numbers here are the adverbial subordmate clauses (see Table 3, and
accompanymg discussion, below), and the nommal that clauses Both are large enough classes to be
sigmf1cant, and both forms can have special relauonshtps to mfonnatmn status
The nommal that clause has a special status m regards to presupposition, as m Example 4
EXAMPLE4•

And here it is all-llTiportant to notice, that, practically speakmg, there can be no legal nght to
resist the oppressions of the government, unless there be some legal tribunal, other than the
government, and wholly mdependent of, and above, the government, to Judge between the
government and those who resist its oppressions, m other words, to judge what laws of the
government are to be obeyed, and what may be resisted and held for nought (ET)
The first of the ETCs m this example, m the first lme, 1s a nommal that clause, complement to
the verb notice From a logical perspective, one cannot notice what does not exist, and therefore the
speaker (or m this case, writer) is presupposmg the truth of the complement This particular example
also shows clearly one of the thmgs that remams to be done m this study, this ETC 1s a negative
nommal that clause with a modal aux1hary Such overlapping complexltles have not yet been
enumerated or analyzed
The second ETC m Example 4, starting on the second hne, is an example of the maJonty of
adverbial subordmate clauses m this sample, i e , cond1t10nal clauses Table 3 displays the different
categones of adverbial subordmate clause types
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TABLE 3 FINITE ADVERBIAL SUBORDINATE CLAUSE TYPES

Cond1t1.onal
Concess1ve
Temporal
Reason
Result
Cause
Circumstance/Cond1uon
Alternative Cond1t1onal/Concess1ve

36 (63 0%)
3 (5 0%)
2 (3 5%)
7 (12 3%)
1 ~ 1 75%)
1 (1 75%)
5 (8 8%)
2 (3 5%)

In add1t1on to being the most numerous, the conditional" are also the most interesting, for a
variety of reasons For the general purposes of this study, of course, the subjunctive, hypotheucal status
of the cond1uonal 1s s1gmf1cant to the question of infonnatlon status However, in this sample, the
cond1t1onal clauses have the added interest of being the focus of a possibly very s1gmf1cant variation m
the distnbuuon of ETCs based on genre
This sample includes three texts that could be labeled as "regulatory" or "constitutive," as
opposed to more familiar genre labels hke "narrative" or "argumentative " These texts are the Berne
Universal Copyright Convention of 1988, the Constitution of Japan (1946-7) and the Treaty of the
European Union In the sample as a whole, conditional clauses represent 63% of the adverbial
subordinate clauses, which represent 13 5% of the total, that 1s, conditional clauses make up 8 5% of the
total sample of 421 ETCs In these three texts, however, 10 out of 18 ETCs, or 55 6%, are cond1tlonal
clauses Of the remaining 8, 3 are embedded within complex conditional clauses, and one 1s a main
clause modified by a conditional Thus, 14 out of 18, or 77 8% of the ETCs in these texts are, in some
sense, w1thm the scope of a cond1t1onal
Furthennore, there are fewer ETCs in these texts than there are in the others (less than 1% of
sentences m these three texts, versus 4 37% overall) These texts make far less use of the construction,
and where 1t does occur, 1t 1s almost always w1thm the scope of a conditional Additionally, many of the
ETCs in these texts follow the pattern of example 5, in which most of the referring expressions (in this
case, two out of three, deficit and Member State), while not anaphoric, have occurred numerous times
in the preceding text
EXAMPLES•

The Commission may also prepare a report if, notwithstanding the fulfillment of the requirement
under the critena, it is of the opin10n that there is a risk of an excessive deficit m a Member
State (TU)
It seems reasonable to hypothesize, on this basis, that there is some sort of special relationship
between the condtt1onal and the ETC in this genre of texts As an infonnal charactenzatlon of this
relationship, we can say that this genre of texts does not exist to convey information to the reader, but to
direct the readers' actions based pnmartly on infonnation presumed to be known The only infonnat10n
to be treated m such texts as hearer-new would be hypothetical, situauons that do not, but may at some
tune, exist All mformauon in the text, including that expressed in the ETCs, is actually hearer-old, the
newness in the ETCs here is the conditionality tmposed by the grammatical context
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Movmg on to the issue of mternal complexity , table 4 shows the relatt0nsh1p of the ETCs m the
sample to baste canontcal sentence types (as categonzed by Quirk et al 1985 1403-1408)
TABLE 4; INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF ETC

Bare Ex:istenuals

sv

SV passive
SVC
SVpass1veC
SVA
NP + Relattve Clause
NP + Infirut1ve Clause

252 (60 0%
6 I 14%)
11 t 26%
16 (38%
4 (0 95%)
31 114%
57 i 13 5%)
44 j 105%

Bare extstenuals predommate, but "bare" should not be confused wtth "stmple " Example 5,
above (repeated below as example 6a), for mstance, 1s a bare extstenttal, mearung that it cannot eastly be
paraphrased as a canomcal sentence, without resortmg to somethmg bke example 6b
EXAMPLE6a

The Comm1ss1on may also prepare a report tf, notw1thstandmg the fulfillment of the requirement
under the cntena, it is of the optmon that there ts a nsk of an excessive deftctt m a Member
State (TU)
E:xAMPLE§b

A nsk of an excessive deficit m a Member State exists
This 1s not, however, a simple example Externally, 1t 1s a nommal that clause embedded withm
a cond1ttonal clause Internally, the PVNP contams three potential referrmg expressions the head noun
and the NPs m each of the two post-mod1fymg prepos1ttonal phrases The nnportance of such add1ttonal
refemng expressions will be discussed further below, m connecuon with Example 7
Table 5 presents a less compltcated, and m some ways less problematic approach to the mtemal
complexity of ETCs, a simple countmg of the prtmary refemng expressions, nouns and pronouns, m the
PVNPs
Tuts approach 1s less problemauc m that, ftrSt, the categones are less ambiguous, and second, its
imphcauons are clearer, as far as previous studies of mformauon management m discourse are
concerned The categones of noun and pronoun are, m spite of dtfftculttes one might face m
constructing an accurate general deftrutton, fatrly clear-cut when 1t comes to taggmg items m naturallyoccumng discourse, especially wntten discourse Any item funcuomng nommally m a particular
orthographically delmeated sentence 1S counted as a noun, mcludmg onomatopoeic mventtons such as "a
long ssssssssss " The unphcattons of this approach are clearer stmply because extSttng approaches to
the study of mformauon management, such as the "cohesion" and "texture" studies of Halltday and
Hasan (19760 and Marun (1992), have traced patterns of mformatton m texts pnmanly by examtrung
patterns m the deployment of refemng expressions, without notmg any s1gn1ficant differences m the
patterns dependent on the grammatical roles or relations thereof
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TABLE 5: INTERNAL COMPLEXITY OF PVNP· Number of Noun and/or Pronouns w1thm PVNP

Head Noun Only
Head Noun+ 1
HeadNoun+2
HeadNoun+3
Head Noun + 4 or more

81 193%J
124 295%1
70 166%)
541 128%)
921 21 8%)

As these numbers show, ETCs m which the head noun 1s alone m the PVNP do not predommate
No smgle category listed here predommates The final category, Head Noun + 4, was chosen as the
cutoff pomt stmply because countmg 1t m this way emphasizes the lack of predommance, above this
pomt the numbers begm to drop off sharply, although there are, m fact, mdiv1dual examples with as
many as 17 nouns and pronouns, m add1t10n to the head noun
7

The sigmf1cance of even one additional referrmg expression m an ETC can be seen m example

EXAMPLE7.

From the ongm of San Francisco the earthquake has been Its bane Dunng the past fifty years
fully 250 shocks have been recorded, while all California has been subject to them But
frequency rather than violence of shocks has been the characteristic of the seismic history of the
State, there havmg been few shocks that caused senous damage, and none smce 1872 that led to
loss of hfe
There was a violent shock m 1856, when the city was only a mmmg town of small frame

buddmgs Several shanties were overthrown and a few persons killed by fallmg walls and
chlffineys There was a severe shock also m 1865, m which many bmldmgs were shattered
Next m violence was the shock of 1872, which cracked the walls of some of the pubhc
butldmgs and caused a panic (SF, emphasis added)
There are three ETCs m this passage (the word there has been put m boldface type, to assist the
reader m locating them), and mall three, the head noun is the same word, shock In none of these can
this word, m and of itself, be seen as new, given that appears twice m the 49 words precedmg the first
ETC
The second and third of these ETCs show more clearly the sigmflcance of the numbers m Table
5 Both of these are mam·clause ETCs, so thetr mformation status is not affected by condltionahty or
external, grammatically imposed presupposttions The premodtfiers m the two PVNPs are near
synonyms, m this context, and so whatever newness there is to this mformation must be con tamed m the
postmod1fica11on In both cases, the imtial, restncttve postmod1fication resides m Mogle prepositional
phrases, which differ only m their complement NP The semantic contnbuuon of these NPs to the
PVNP as a whole is pnmanly responsible for the fehcity of these ETCs
The prunary goals of this paper have been to present data and discussion bearmg on the question
of variation m the form of ETCs m dtScourse, and the sigruficance of that variation for an account of the
discourse function of the ETC This much can be stated m conclusion ETCs occur m a wide range of
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grammatical functions, as embedded constituents in complex sentences Many of these forms of
embedding, such as condittonal clauses and nominal that clauses, have long been rewgmzed as bearmg
special relationships to meaning, especially within truth-conditional semantic frameworks, and therefore
can be considered as, at least potentially, sigmficant for the goals of the larger project m progress In
add1t10n, the form of the PVNP can be, and usually tS, more complex than s1Illply a smgle referring
expression, and fehcttous examples can be easily found m which the new mformatton required for
fehctty 1s not represented m the head noun, but m other referring expressions located w1thm mod1fymg
structures within the PVNP
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